
CrewPass  Announces  Official
Integration with Yotspot
CrewPass has announced today that they have integrated their
service  with  Yotspot,  the  yachting  industry’s  leading  job
board.  This  exciting  partnership  will  continue  to  expand
CrewPass’  integration  rollout,  whilst  also  looking  to
streamline Yotspot’s already stellar recruitment processes.
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“Yotspot  are  always  seeking  to  improve  the  standards  of
safety and compliance during the recruitment process, across
our platform and the industry as a whole,” Yotspot said in a
statement. “Digitalising this is a natural decision for us,
so partnering with the Crew Pass service to offer integration
within  our  platform  will  hopefully  improve  compliance
operations for employers and crew alike.” – Steve Crawford,
Founder of YotSpot. 

Managing Director of CrewPass, Conrad Empson gave his thoughts
on the integration, stating:

“CrewPass was designed to give every crew member easy access
to obtaining a full global background check while providing
anyone with trusted and verified proof of undergoing this to
anyone. Our integration with Yotspot gives every crew member
the opportunity to showcase that to an employer every time
they apply for a job. Our mission is to create a safer
industry for all crew, owners and their families. Yotspot
gives everyone access to the crew willing to put themselves
through these checks. I couldn’t be happier to be working
with Yotspot and providing our users with another place to
showcase their Approved status.”

Yotspot’s crew profile will now provide a background check
section  within  their  profile  registration  forms,  with  the
option to link jobseeker’s CrewPass account with their Yotspot
account  to  provide  the  background  checks  needed  to  get
CrewPass accreditation.



With  this  new  integration,  Yotspot  profiles  with  CrewPass
Approved  checkmark  will  allow  them  to  stand  out  more  to
employers displaying a Green tick next to their profiles. This
will  allow  them  to  stand  out  in  job  searches  done  by
employers.  

Visit the CrewPass blog for further details on the
integration.
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